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Abst rac t - -The  isotonic median regression problem arises from statistics. An algorithm, the PAV 
algorithm, has been proposed for solving this problem since 1980. In this paper, we propose two 
kinds of data structures for efficiently implementing the PAV algorithm. The running time of the 
algorithm is also improved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider the following isotonic median regression problem (IMR): 
mi 
min f i  ~~ lYij - xil, 
i=l j=l 
s.t. X 1 <~_ X 2 ~" ' ' '  ~ X n .  
The applications of the problem in statistics can be found in [1-3]. A pooling adjacent violator 
(PAV) algorithm was proposed by Robertson and Waltman [1] and was also described in [3]. 
Other variations of the algorithms and proofs of its validity are contained in [4]. Recently, 
a linear programming approach to IMR was proposed by Chakravarti [5] (see also [6]). The 
running time of the PAV algorithm for IMR is also shown to be O(mn) if the linear time median 
finding algorithm (see [7, pp. 97-99]) is used, where m = ~in l  mi. 
However, the linear time median finding algorithm is not very practical and the linear pro- 
gramming approach to the IMR problem involves much overhead. More efficient implementation 
for the PAV algorithm is desirable. In this paper, we present wo data structures for efficient 
implementation of the PAV algorithm. The first one uses balanced search trees and the second 
one uses merging. 
2. THE PAV ALGORITHM FOR IMR 
The following description for the PAV algorithm is mostly based on [5]. For convenience, 
we denote by [p,q] the set of consecutive positive integers {p,p + 1 . . . .  ,q}, and by Si the set 
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{yil , . . . ,yip}- Without loss of generality, we assume that the set Si is a set of sorted real 
numbers with Y~I < Y~2 _< "'" _< Yip for all 1 < i < n. 
Let S = {Yl, . . . ,  Yp} be a set of real numbers and Yl -< Y2 _< "'" _< Yp. We denote the median 
of S by M(S) and is defined by 
M(S) = (l(S), u(S)), 
where l(S) < u(S) and l(S) = u(S) = Y(p+l)/2 if p is odd; l(S) = Yp/2, u(S) = Y(p+l)/2 if p is 
even. 
Given two medians M(SI)  = (l(S1), u(S1)) and M(S2) = (I(S2), u(S2)), we write M(S1) > 
M(S2) (or M(S1) > M(S2)) if l(S1) >_ u(S2) (or I(S1) > u(S2)). One can see that the medians 
satisfy the averaging property, i.e., M(S1) >_ M(S2) implies that M(S1) > M(S1 U $2) _> M(S2). 
As in [5], we define a block B as a nonempty set of consecutive positive integers [p, q] such that 
M >_M , Vk<_q. 
Two blocks B1 = [pl, ql] and B2 = [p2, q2] are called adjacent if ql + 1 = p2. In this case, 
we call B1 the immediate predecessor of B2 and B2 the immediate successor of B1. Two ad- 
jacent blocks B1 and B2 are violating each other if B1 is the immediate processor of B2 and 
M(UieB1Si ) > M(UieB2Si). A block class is a set of blocks Bi such that they form a partition 
of the set {1, . . . ,n} .  
The PAV algorithm starts from the initial block class A consisting of the singleton sets {i}, 
1 < i < n. At each stage of the algorithm, a new block class is obtained from the previous block 
class by pooling two violating blocks into one block. The algorithm terminates at a block class A 
with no violating blocks. The solution to IMR is x* = (x~,. . . ,  x*). x* can be any value between 






let A = Bi, i = 1 , . . . ,n ,  where Bi = {4}; 
while there are adjacent violating blocks B1 
and B2 do 
(1) pool B1 and B2 into one block B; 
(2) delete B1 and B2 from A and add 
B into A. 
Output A as the solution block class. 
Note that in the above algorithm: 
(1) we can maintain an active block Bo, which is set to {1} at the beginning. To find violating 
blocks, we check if Bo violates its immediate predecessor immediate successor. If there is 
no violation, we replace Bo by its immediate successor and continue to find violating blocks. 
If ]90 does not violate its immediate predecessor and Bo does not have its immediate 
successor, then there are no violating blocks; 
(2) checking if two adjacent blocks are violating each other or not is done by comparing the 
medians of the two blocks; 
(3) pooling two violating blocks into one while maintaining the median of the resulting block 
is the dominant factor in determining the running time of the algorithm. 
As one can see from the PAV algorithm, the running time of the algorithm is dominated by 
the time spent on pooling two violating blocks into a new block. As was observed in [5], only 
comparisons are needed in the PAV algorithm. Hence, when analyzing the running time of the 
algorithm in the following sections, we focus only on the number of comparisons involved. 
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3. BALANCED SEARCH TREES FOR THE PAV ALGORITHM 
In this section, we use balanced search trees, e.g., 2-3 trees, to represent the blocks in the PAV 
algorithm. Detailed discussion of balanced search trees can be found in [7, pp. 145-152]. Here, we 
just give some brief description. A balanced search tree T is a tree used to represent an ordered 
set S. The elements of S are in one-one correspondence with the the leaves of T. The tree is 
maintained in such a way that the height of the tree is at most clog ISI for some fixed constant 
c > 0. Having maintained the height of T, the following operations on T can be performed using 
O(log ISI) comparisons: 
(1) insert of an element into T while maintaining balance; 
(2) delete a given element from T while maintaining balance. 
(3) search a given element in T set; 
(4) search the k th largest element of T. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that initially the balanced search trees for the 
blocks Bi, i = 1 , . . . ,  n, are constructed and are denoted as T~, i = 1 , . . . ,  n, where the leaves of Ti 
are the elements of Si. 
In Step 2 of algorithm PAV, to pool two violating blocks B1 and B2 with balanced search 




Procedure INSERT(T1,7"2, T) 
compare the size of the trees 7"1 and 7"2 and 
assume that T1 is of smaller size (break tie 
arbitrarily); 
for each element y of T1, insert y into T2 and 
maintain the balance of T2; 
let T be the new tree and store the median of 
the T in M(T). 
Now let us analyze the running time of the algorithm using the above procedure. From [7, 
Lemma 4.1, p. 130], every element can be inserted to a balanced search tree for at most logm 
times, since we always insert the elements of the tree of smaller size into the tree of larger size. 
And each insertion and balancing in Step 2 takes O(logm) comparisons. Also, M(T) can be 
updated in O(log n) time when the tree is changed. Hence, the total number of comparisons i
T(m, n) = 0 (m log 2 m) .  
In particular, if every set Si contains only one element initially, the running time of the algo- 
rithm is 
T(m, n) = 0 (n log 2 n) .  
4. MERGING FOR THE PAV ALGORITHM 
In this section, we use a merging technique to solve IMR. Without loss of generality, we assume 
that each block Bi is represented by an ordered linked list with a median. (You may use an ordered 
array if computer memory is not a concern.) 
We can assume that initially, each block B~ is represented by an ordered linked list L~. For 
each linked list, we also maintain its median M(L~) and the number of elements in the list ILl. In 
Step 2, of the algorithm PAV, pooling two violating blocks can be done by the following merging 
procedure: 





Procedure MERGE(L1, L2, L) 
L :O ;  
while L1 and L2 are not empty do 
(1) let y be the smaller of the first 
elements of L1 and L2; 
(2) delete y from the list it belongs 
and append y into L; 
while L2 is not empty move the first element 
y of L2 to L; 
while L1 is not empty move the first element 
y of L1 to L; 
store the median of L in M(L). 
Now let us analyze the running time of the algorithm by using the above procedure. The 
O n initialization phase of this procedure requires (~--~=1 [Li[ log([L~])) time to sort each block. It 
is easy to see that the procedure takes O([Lll + [L2]) comparisons. Since there could be at 
most n - 1 executions of the procedure and [LI[÷ IL2] <_ m, the total number of comparisons i
T(m, n) = O(mn). Therefore, the time complexity of the procedure is
T(m'n)=O(mn÷~[Lill°g([Lil)) " { : 1  (1) 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The procedure MERGE has very little overhead; hence, it is fast if m is relatively small. If m 
is large, it is better to use the procedure INSERT to pool two violating blocks into one. In [5], it 
was claimed that if m = n, then the PAV algorithm can be implemented in O(nlogn). However, 
this is not true in the worst case, using the suggestion i  [5]. But this gives rise to the question of 
whether there is an O(m log m) worst case running time algorithm for the IMR problem or not. 
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